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NEWSLETTER

- JULY 2016

welcome to the july 2016 edition of the boys clubhouse newsletter.
in this monthly publication we hope to share with you information
on our activities, courses and projects.
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The music studio is proving to be a “sound
investment”. With a customised app group to manage the
“recording” slots it’s in constant use almost 24 hours a day! The boys
have taken their music abilities to a whole new level. In addition the
Soulflame Band rehearses there twice a week and has begun playing
at events. They have also released 3 of their own singles on iTunes
which has given them increased publicity. To date they have
performed at a Bar Mitzvah in Belgium and two local wedding, with
more gigs in the pipeline. The feedback from clients has been
excellent! Find the song “my time” on youtube
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bITde_T39So
USIC STUDIO:

eBAY PROJECT: The eBay team have now hit a record 15,000 sales,

whilst maintaining their excellent 99.9% feedback record! This is all
down to the hard work and diligence of the boys who run the whole
project.
During the last few months we have also expanded our project,
adding a phone accessories range to our existing eBay shop range;
now selling customised phone cases.
Business is really busy and we are now in a fortunate position, where
we can offer more jobs and training opportunities for the
unemployed youth in our community. Since January 4 young people,
with marketable skills, have left us to join other companies.
As a reward for their dedication, we treated the boys engaged in our
eBay projects with a surprise trip to an indoor go-karking centre.
They had the time of their lives there and left exhilarated, ready to go
back to work.
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ARENTS’ SUPPORT GROUP: A wonderful new

initiative is in the pipeline. Plans are now
underway to set up a Parents' Support Group.
This will give a chance for parents who are
struggling with their teenage children to meet
other parents faced with similar situations.
They will meet periodically, sharing their own
experiences. We will also invite parents who
have successfully navigated these challenges in
the past to share their stories and encourage
others.
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UMBERS OF CLIENTELE: Over the year we

receive about 150 referrals. Many of the
people who contact us are able to signpost to
more appropriate agencies for help and
guidance. For others a few sessions with suffice.
We recently looked at figures of clientele who
are using our services on a longer term basis, ie.
3 months to 2 years. The figure currently stands
as follows:
14-17 years old - 15 clients
17-12 years old - 35 clients
20-24 year old - 15 clients

AVINGS: We continue to scrutinise costs and the effectiveness of funds used for charitable

purposes. Harris has secured substantial on-going savings for us on our utility costs. We also
thank Sam Kuperberg and our auditors, Gilbert Allen & Co for their help and support.
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DUCATION : We currently have 11 boys, all of whom, had previously dropped out of school,

studying on courses run at LSJS. These include GCSE level English, maths and music production.
The boys have done remarkably well this year with some having just sat their GCSE’[s - we eagerly
await their results!
XTRA CURRICULAR : The Krav Maga lessons

continued throughout the summer with 5
participants. They meet for training on Sundays
and Wednesdays. By the end of July, two fo the
participants will have completed Level P3 and
the other 3 will finish level P2. This is all credit to
their outstanding teacher Golan Levy who
pushes the boys to their maximum ability.
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AZEL TOVS: We are pleased to announce 2

“Clubhouse Family ” Simchas. Sam
Relevy - our volunteer and Emanuel Dor Chai our graduate, were both blessed with baby
boys. We wish them both mazel tov, health and
only nachas. We also wish mazel tov to Harris
Rosenberg, who became a grandfather again,
t o
t w i n s .

ARATHON: After our debut in last years’ Vitality British 10k run, the passion was rekindled

again this year. We entered last year with 5 runners and raised £7,000. This year we had 12
runners and raised £15,000. The Clubhouse athletes made their mark in Central London, amongst
the 13,000+ runners, on a humid July Sunday morning. All 12 managed to finish it, though one of our
runners had to be stretchered to the finish line.
Congratulations to Zev Bloom who finished in the first 50, with a record time of 37 mins, Well Done!
Next year we hope to bring even more runners on board!
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RANTS: None of the work that we do would

have been possible if not for the help of our
generous funders. Jewish Child’s Day, Percy Bilton,
Places for People, Oxford & St. Georges and The
Sam and Bella Sebba Charitable Trust. Generous
donations have also been received from the Kirsh
Foundation and F M Morrison. Their generosity
has been translated into real jobs for young
people who may not have had any chance to build
up a life for themselves.
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INNER: It’s been more than 2 years since

we last held a Clubhouse Dinner. With the
last one being so memorable, both in location
(the Police Station with antique cars remember?) and atmosphere (there was not a
dry eye in the audience after one of the boys’
speech), it’s hardly surprising that we are
continually asked when we are going to do a
next one. Well, we have a date - 19th January
2017. Please save the date and we will shortly
be announcing more details.
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